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arg the pointer to the "map" structure.

arg1 the value of the arg. function details
remarks this routine is called by eurotruc
ksimulator2v131092inclalldlcsserialkeyge
nerate. requirements header include files
bernardine bennett bernardine bennett

(born january 24, 1975) is a former
american football defensive end for the

jacksonville jaguars of the national
football league from 1997 to 2003. he
was drafted by the jacksonville jaguars

with the 11th pick in the first round of the
1997 nfl draft. he played college football
at usc. early years bennett was born in

oceanside, california. he attended
oceanside high school, where he played
as a defensive end and a running back.
he was named all-league and all-county

as a senior after compiling 94 tackles and
19 sacks, including eight for losses.

professional career jacksonville jaguars in
1997, bennett was drafted in the first
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round (11th overall) of the nfl draft. as
the tenth overall pick in the 1997 nfl

draft, bennett had multiple teams trade
up to select him. he was the first usc

trojan to be drafted since charley trippi in
1952. although known for his pass-

rushing abilities and ability to drop back
into coverage, as a rookie bennett was a

run-stuffer for the jaguars. in his first year
he had 39 tackles, 4 quarterback sacks,
and 10 tackles-for-loss. in 1999, he had

68 tackles, 4 quarterback sacks, 3
interceptions, and 1 forced fumble. he

also had 2 carries for 12 yards. in 2000,
he had 44 tackles, 2 quarterback sacks,

and 5 tackles-for-loss. he did have 3 runs
for 15 yards, 2 interceptions, and 1 forced
fumble. he also had 1 pass defensed. the

next season, he had a career-high 89
tackles, 3 quarterback sacks, and 5

tackles-for-loss. he also had 4 runs for 20
yards, 1 run for 26 yards, 1 forced

fumble, 2 passes defensed, 1
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interception, and 1 blocked punt. for the
next two seasons, bennett would slowly

decline and become expendable as a
player. in 2002, he started 10 games for

the jacksonville jaguars, totaling 36
tackles, 4 quarterback sacks, and 2

tackles-for-loss. in 2003, he played in 3
games and recorded one quarterback

sack. after the conclusion of his contract,
he decided to retire at the age of 25.
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